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Purpose of presentation

• Focus on two scenarios

1. Commercial use of personal data by
company collecting personal data

2. Sharing of personal data with third
party for commercial use
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Lawfulness of the processing

Consent of data subject

Performance of contract to which data subject is a party

Compliance with legal obligation

Protection of vital interests of data subject or another natural person

Performance of a task in public interest or in exercise of official authority

Legitimate interests of controller / third party (balance of interests) 



ePrivacy legislation*

*Directive 2002/58 of 12 July 2002 (as amended)

MAIN PRINCIPLES
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Scenario 1

• Company “Elettrodomestici per tutti 
SpA” (EPT) sells fridges and freezers of 
the brand “Sempre più freddo” under a 
distribution agreement.

• Certain fridges and freezers are so-
called “smart” devices.

• The smart devices collect and transfer 
personal data to the manufacturer.



Scenario 1 (cont’d)
• The products are sold in EPT’s premises

and online.
• EPT collects personal data in the physical

shop and via the online shop.
• Furthermore, EPT also collects personal 

data through online contests on its
website.

• The manufacturer provides IT 
maintenance services (updates, bugs,…) 
for the smart devices.



Question

Who can make commercial use of the 
data and what measures must be put in 
place?



GDPR Requirements

Both for EPT and manufacturer
(separately)
• Information to customers (including re 

purposes)
• Determination of the purposes

– SPECIFIED purposes (commercial use)
• Identification of appropriate legal ground
• Opt-out mechanism



Legal ground
CONSENT LEGITIMATE

INTEREST

EPT • Marketing to participants 
online contest

• Use of cookies on website

• Marketing to
customers

Manufacturer • Marketing to purchaser
smart device (not having
maintenance agreement)

• Access to data generated by
smart device

• Marketing to
customers having an
IT maintenance 
agreement with the 
manufacturer



Scenario 2

• The manufacturer (principal) wants EPT
to share its customer data collected
both in its physical store and via its
website. 



Question

• Can EPT share the personal data with
the manufacturer and under what
conditions?



GDPR Requirements

Sharing = processing
• Sharing must be covered in privacy notice
• Purposes for sharing must be identified

– Risk of function creep
• Identification of legal ground

– Consent
– Performance of the agreement
– Legitimate interest



Further reading
ü Margaret Atwood, “The Handmaid’s Tale”
ü George Orwell, “1984”
ü Aldous Huxley, “Brave New World”
ü Dave Eggers, “The Circle”
ü Yuval Noah Harari, “Homo deus”
ü Bruce Schneier, “ Data and Goliath”
ü Bruce Schneier, “Click here to kill everybody. Security and Survival in a 

Hyper-connected World”
ü Cathy O’Neil, “Weapons of Math Destruction. How Big Data Increases 

Inequality and Threatens Democracy”
ü Hannah Fry, “ How to Be Human in the Age of the Machine”.
ü Max Tegmark, “Life 3.0. Being human in the age of artificial intelligence”
ü Mireille Hildebrandt, “Smart Technologies and the End(s) of Law
ü Laurent Alexandre, “ La guerre des intelligences”
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